[Biosensor development in clinical analysis].
The use of enzymes immobilized or as markers formed the subject of more than thousand publications in the field of industry or biomedical applications, during the last five years. Recently, some authors published works concerning immobilization of total microorganisms for catalytic purposes, others use the enzymatic activity for marking molecules involved in immunological analysis processes. Together industrial biotechnology and medical analysis laboratory are interested with the evolution of these procedures involving the activity of immobilized enzymes. Enzyme immobilization allowed the lowering of analysis costs for, in this case, the enzyme can be used several times. We take account of the two main cases which are encountered during utilization of immobilized enzymes of analytical purposes. The enzyme is used directly for the catalysed reaction or it is used as enzymatic marker. These both aspects are developed mainly for the elaboration of enzymatic and immunoenzymatic electrodes and the realization of automatic computerized devices allowing continuous estimation of numerous biological blood parameters. From these two precise examples, glucose and antigen determination, the authors show the evolution of these technologies in the field of immobilized enzymes or captors and the analysis of signals given by these electrodes requiring a computerized treatment. This new technology opens to important potentialities in the analytical field. The automatization of these devices allowing the control in real time, will probably make easier the optimization steps of procedures actually used in the biomedical sphere.